






ive been finding it
hard to place myself

lapses of
concentration
intentions

dissipating in the
moment of execution
staring into the

root directory of my
computer

unable to figure out
where to go

i found something in
sans soleil

a wandering drift of
memories replicated
in the sleepless

dead
the empty motions of
an enervated nation
at the brink of

collapse





 

oil from the belly of the earth. ribs collapsing. we
sold the earth's lungs for a fiscal bonus. steve really
deserved that new honda. he'd been working so hard
filling his flesh with old paper tales of dead people.
they choke on the fumes of garbage and diesel, in the
orange district. water so filled with heavy metals the
children are brittle with funny eyes and breathing
problems. what are you going to do now steve? eat a
big steak.

Ed. For fuck sake I said to draw
Levinas not Roger Waters! And
is that the Jewish nose!? We’re
supposed to be fighting these
stereotypes, not reproducing
them! Are you trying to divide
the left even more? WE HAVE TO
SCRAP THE WHOLE FUCKING THING.
I KNEW FAFFISM WAS A MISTAKE
FROM THE BEGINNING. I FUCKING













Beyond the
I n f a n t i l e
Dependency
M a c h i n e

Sugar pop emo, the fragility of metalheads, long
lineage of whiny fucks who blame all their issues on
their partners leaving (i.e. on women having
autonomy). The infantile dependency machine rides
into the abyss in the hope that their lover will be
dragged down with them. If trust is the expectancy
of perfect, perpetual romantic form (we were always
meant to be!) then trust should fucking die, along
with the guilt-tripping doggy face, the performative
rage of the abuser storming out of the house in search
of their stolen phallus (check: they never had it to
begin with). Manipulation at razor point, the sordid
history of a past accumulate rancid, dependency as
a conclusion in-itself (I would die for/without you)
rather than a stepping point towards change.





The original formula of fort-da (gone! there!) is
nostalgically transfigured into fort-fort (gone!
gone!), an abject refrain that empties the abuser of
all autonomy, and therefore, responsibility. Awash
in their shallow spillage, all miseries arise from
those closest to them (who could have done better),
rather than from themselves (who did all they could
doing nothing). All control is disavowed, projected
onto the other, and jealously demanded back (J(~A~)).

The abuser, incapable of constituting ontological
security on their own, demands that the other provides
it for them, on pain of self-destruction. All alter
refrains are barred from assembly through
psychological terrorism, the hostage-making
processes of gaslighting, denigration and
panopticism (crime prevention cameras operating).
Fuccboi stalkers masquerading as fonts of care. Beta
edge lords the worst snowflakes of all. Give me back
what I never had, or I’ll take the only thing left
to me (along with you). The ressentiment of school
shootings. The virtue signalling of the alt-right.
The reproduction of their own anxious state in
e v e r y o n e a r o u n d t h e m .

— all signs point to fucking













constrict and funnel,

dump and splod

displaced anxious grips

nooses’ flesh

every day they sing again

battered down in molten barge

for 100 seconds, through,

tan leather heart

viscous and wheeze

rise their
chorus

dowry of rot’s

ivy cloister





like the new born’s vulgar sputter,

drunk on paper the weight of clay

another stipend to the lord to

wear your lacerated grave
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The shade plays figures across my skin. A slow ripple of old casts, thrown off last

winter festival. It ’ s an old game. Children gather at the riverside and watch their

broken bones depart. It was like this the year before, and the year before then. It

will always be like this.

Sometimes summer arrives early and I cry for days. My tears run into the wooden

floor of the house. It follows the cracks and seams, soaks into red dirt, coal dust,

mud. I was once here. Salt trails along aged timber, the dead corpse of forest gods.

I left early in the morning, before the dew had left the roofs. I followed an old bike

trail. I listened to the silent clamour of pre-dawn. It was like a stream, the black

edges of an open wound. Blood had yet to reach out, touch existence and harden.

The casts sink to the bottom of the river. The children scream and laugh, leaping

through the air waving cattails. The shade shifts and I find myself awake, thirsty and

without direction. I have forgotten my own name, a place without season, the sight

of blossoms.

I am alone, waiting for someone. I am walking beneath thick wires humming with

power. I am holding a hand, sitting atop a bus shelter, watching harbour lights

diffuse the water’s surface golden.

There are two black figures now. They reach towards one another but cannot

touch. To touch is to lose form. I lie staring into the absence of myself, watching

petals fall on my skin. Clouds break.

It was sudden. A bright clap of electricity, before a downpour. We ran down the

street, jumped through your open window and rolled onto our backs. The air was

humid from the day, and without thinking I kicked the shutter down. We laughed

and laughed, until our voices found themselves still, close and warm. Your cheeks

flushed, breath caught on the ceiling. I kissed your neck as you unbuttoned your

shirt, following the openings your fingers left.

There were days I wandered, a black whirr, a sprawl without end. My fingers

would reach out until they lost feeling, and then, definition. I wish I ’d been there

when your body failed you. I wish I’d gathered your broken bones and dashed them

against the river, but I know now, they were the only thing keeping you whole.

Some children run after their casts. They descend the mountain into a wild

darkness and trawl the river bottom for their memories. They are the poorer ones.

They are the ones worth knowing.

It is dark. The figures have blurred into one.
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i had a dream of ducks
swimming in ponds

little mass
fabricated numbing

agents

with mangled heads.


